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This publication is of a preliminary character, 

To facilitate the rapid appearance of Reports, they 

are printed in the form as presented by Rapporteurs, 



It was somewhat more than a d·ecade ago when the first high 

energy accelerator experiments in this field began. 

At that time Fermi and many others believed that the statis

tical theory would explain high energy phenomena beyond a high 

enough.energy. At that time a few BeV was considered high enough. 

Accelerator experiments soon demonstrated that a few BeV was 

not high enough because the basic nucleon-nucleon and pion

nucleon cross sections were still show~ng!structure and energy 

variations effects, and more important the elastic pion-nucleon 

and inelastic nucleon-nucleon and pion-nucleon production inter

actions were dominated by the formation of the T = J = 3/2 isobar, 

In fact an isobar model rather than a statistical model was 

successful in explaining, the observations. Later it was shown 

that higher mass nucleon isobars and pion isobars were also 

important. Professor Nikitin will review the subject of Pion 

Resonances and Baryon isobars and discuss their properties and 

therefore I shall only comment on those subjects to the extent 

necessary to explain the pion-nucleon inelastic interactions 

discussed from general points of view. 

The cosmic ray inves~igations also later found that at much 

higher energies multi-center models or fireball models were 

required to explain the data. Some authors now even involm what 
. . 

are essentially combinations of isobar and fireball models. 

The first asymptotic theorem was given.to us ~ome years ago 

by Pomeranchuk. The Pomeranchuk theorem essentially predicted that 
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on the basis of the forward dispersion relations and some minor 

restrictions*) that at high energies 

s (•'--tr) ==- S--t: .. t..1. co{~f> 
-lotc.L 

where J.. is the antiparticle of~. Pomeranchuk and many others 

fel,t that~ 10 Bev was high enough energy for this theorem. 

However, experiments at accelerators again demonstrated this was 

not the case. 

The Regge pole theory was in a sense an attempt to bridge 

the gap between where we are and the asymptotic region. That is 

to say it tried to assume that we were on the outskirts of the 

asymptotic region following a calculable simply predictable route 

so that we could extrapolate to the asymptotic region. Regge

Pomeranch~k pole models such as the three pole (p.p' and W) were 

successful in explaining the total cross sections data. However, 

the failure of these and other simple and convincing versions of 

the Regge pole tbro ry to expiain the elastic. scattering results 

has left us uncertain as to how far we are from the asymptotic 

region. r,:any of -the experiments presented in this session bear on 

this problem. Professor Feinberg in his paper of the theoretical. 

material presented will of course make ~ny specific comments on 

this point. I of course intend to review the experimental data 

from a general point of view but will point out relevant charac- · 

teristics which bear on this question. 

For reviews of the situation as it .was viewed a year ago the 

reader is referred to the Proceedings of the International 

Conference on Nuclear Structure at Stanford, July, 1963 and 

*) The restrictions were minimized by some later work such as 

Weinberg's. 
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the Proceedings of the Sienna Conferen~e (Sept. 196J). 

Total Cross Sections · 

we have had a REPORT by Kycia on 6-22 GeV/c totai cross sec-
-t- -I' ' .· ' - . ' '• 

tions of 1'-,' 'K:- , p and f incident on p and d. 
' V . , 

They used scintillation and Cerenkov counter techniques_and 

in general have smaller errors than previous experiments ~1th 
. - . ' . . 

which they agree well within errors. A summary of cross section 

curves is give'n in Fig. la. The glauber screening corrections 

were used to obtain particle neutron' cross section. The main 

points to notice are: 
+ 

The experimental results obtained for 11 + p total cross 

sections agree.well with previous data within errors. The differ

ence of b{r1 )-(;'rt:.~between 10 and 20 BeV/c is apparentiy dee;eas

ing gradually with increasing energy. The p + p data also agree 

reasonably with other exp.erinients but with the increased preci

sion a slow ( ~ 3%) decrease is observed. 

One must await a detailed_ fit analysis to check these ques

tions quantitatively since the curves shown are not fits to the 

data. 

The n + p cross section deduced from b(p + d) and b(p + p) 

appears to approach the p + p cross section at high energies but 

as the authors point out the errors are too large to decide this 

point. The t' + p cross section is still found to be flat, with 

the I("+· p cross section falling with energy. 

Th'e pp and ·pn cross section!:! are the same within t"he accuracy 

of the measurement. 

All. particle - anti-particle cross s_ection on a nucleon 

target appear to be decreasing slowly or·are flat within errors 

above 6GeV /o. 

The more accurate values will be useful for dispersion rela-
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tions calculations and general asymptotic behaviour questiomi~ 

Also presented (1) were more accurate surveys of the 2-6 GeV/c 
+ -.- tp tot.al cross sections, the results of which are shown on 

fig.~ T-tp CT= 3/2 state) and fig.~ <T= 1/2 state). Thes.e 

data exhibit for T = 312 a locai maximum at a lab momentum of 

J.77 BeV/c (corresponding to a total ems energy of 2.BJ.BeV and 

for T = 1/?. a local maximum at J.24 BeV/c (corresponding to a 

total c.m.e. energy 2.65 Bev). Since there are peaka nano• 
enough to be compatible with isobar formation the authors 

suggest attributing these effects to new baryon isobars. 

They do not see evidence fo~ the Alvarez photo pion peaks 
I 

but conclude the T = 1/2 peak might be the charge exchange peak 

observe by Wohlig but slightly shifted due to the differences in 

observation method. 

Small Angle Elastic Scattering 

In the past there have been a number of experimental small 

angle scattering resul.ts which gave various degrees of supporting 

evidence for a real part of the scattering amplitude in p + p 

scattering in the neighbourhood of ?6-10 GeV/c. However these 

experiments suffered from various degrees of.uncertainities both 

in the data and the analysis. 

At this conference we have had several reports on small angle 

p + p scattering of much improved precision and also small angle 
+ . 

"jj-+ p scattering. These observations were made at low enough /t/ 

to observe interference effects of the real part of the nucleon 

amplitude with Coulomb amplitude. 

Since the existence as well as the value and the error limits 
( 

of the real part of the scattering amplitude deduced from an 

experiment are critically dependent on the theoretical actions 
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.made in'the· analysis and the assumptions made in the evaluations 

of the: ·exp8':rimehtai errors I will consider both these points iri 

· some detail • 
.,· • \ ••• ... ' ' • s 

The Feynman diagram for elastic scattering is: 'L 

, .S = ( P"'-+ p <'> ) '- = { Ee i.. -t "t J- ) 

-f;,:: ( Po1. + fJ:.. y-~ four momentum 

transfer squared. 

If~ and~ are both spinless we have the well known result 

that there is one complex invariant amplitude A (s, t) which 

describes the elastic scattering. If cX is spinles~ but p has spin 

1/2 for "ex_ample -r,:.p scattering there are two complex invariant 

amplitudes,onethe nonspin flip and the othera spin flip 

amplitude. l 
Hence A ( 1,f} -= An{ ( slt) + /-t $t ~J) 

But Asf (sit)must be of the form 6-~ where tis the normal to 

the scattering plane and hence 

,t~+ (s,t) - o (lA li( ~ o 
In the region where the interference of the real, amplitude with 

the Coulomb amplitude is important 

- - ' -z. 6"", 11 ~ Io 

Hence we can safely neglect this spin flip amplitude unless by 

some completely non understood process its coefficient is anomal

ously large. Therefore in the case of small angle p + p scattering 

a one complex amplitude treatment of the data corresponds to 

the assumption of the no spin dependence. This assumption can 

, certainly, not as far as I know at present be demonstrated to 

be correct, even though it seems intuitively to be probable. On 

the other hand a . complex amplitude treatment of tr-p · in each 

charge state is well justified to the extent that L 10"'.'2 (the 
-➔ 6•~ factor in the spin fiip amplitude) is small compared to 1. 
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of course, if there should be an anomalously large spin flip 
, ' '. . ·. ' . ' ' ' 

amplitude this would of course again cause trouble but this 

possibility seems remote. 

It both~ and~ have spin 1/2 (p + p scattering) the situa-

tion 1squite complex. As is well known there are five com~lex 

nucleon-nucleon scattering amplitudes possible after applying 

invariance with respect to rotation, parity, time reversal and 

allowing charge symmetry*) • 
' ' 

Therefore for p + p A(s,t) = A1 (s,t) + A3(s,t) + 
_..,....,, -=, ~ 

+ /2 terms of form (;, 11 + i term of form o, • G;_ / where A1 is 

the singlet ordinary amplitude and A3 is the triple ordinary - - --amplitude. As t~o the 6',h' terms ➔ O but the 6";-6"",_ term remains 

finite. Hence in p + p scattering even at very small angles when 

t➔ O three complex amplitudes remain a singlet, a triplet and 

a spin flip amplitude. 

In addition to the nucleon amplitude we must take account 

of the Coulomb amplitude. 

The one photon·exchange amplitude is.an excellent approxima

tion for the small angle region**) and we can for small t write 

it in the form 

fe- - -t F 
ltl l - sign for p + p repulsion 

+ sign for$-+ p attraction 

where Fis the product of the point charge constant and the effec

tive form factor. This problem of the form factor is more 

complicated than just using the .e.-p results since we now have 

*) This problem has ·been treated by Wolfenstein, Phys. Rev.~. 
165. (1954) and Phys. Rev. 94, 1077 (1955). For a recent view 
see_ Collision Theory by Goldberger and Watson (Wiley, 1964) •. 

**) In particular I want to thank Dr._ Yennie for a discussion 
of this. 
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for example in p + p two extended bodies and so have the product 

of two form factors*) which can be evaluated if one neglects 

possible polarisation effects which in this approximation appears 

reasonable • 

In the case of lip this problem is more complicated since 

the pion form factor is not known. I would guess that it is likely 

to correspond to the same or a smaller radius than the proton 

form factor. Fortunately the form factor effects are small at 

small /t/ where the interference of nuclear and Coulomb amplitudes 

is important. 

I have made estimates of these effects which indicate ~hat 

neglect of them in a preliminary analysis should effect the deduc

ed values of cl reported at this Conference by ;6- 5 - 10%. In 

combining the effects of the Coulomb and nuclear amplitudes one 

must take account of the relative phase introduced between them 

by the distribution of the wave function by the long range Coulomb 

interaction. This problem was solved by Bethe*-ll-) some time ago 

and we use his method. Therefore if the spin dependence is assumed 

the complex nuclear scattering amplitude prediction ford¾t includ-

ing the Coulomb interaction is 

Jo \ + F a.ts . A . A I '-- - --e... + +I, ti' () olt - \il . N••me Lm 1 

where O is the relative phase shift introduced between the nuc-

lear and Coulomb amplitudes and WijS shown by Bethe to be 

given by 

I ( 2) 

For the /t/ region reported generally b~ 0.02. 

*) Yao calculated this effect for us for p + p scattering. 

**) Bethe, Ann. der Pbysik 2, 190 (1958). 
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Let us make the assumptions that the ratio rJ.. of the real 

to imaginaryamplitude is a constant independent of /t/. 

d-. -:::AfV"l.ed . 
At1lm 

The sign of ol. is negative if the real part of the scattering 

amplitude has the same sign as the Coulomb amplitude for P.+ p 

(i.e. repulsive) and ol. 'has a positive sign if the real part of 

the scattering amplitude has the same sign as the Coulomb ampli-

tude in Ji~ p (i.e. attractive). Then .2. 

Jc= Fi_ lf A. [o1.~t~!.~ .. tt']+U+o1.-z.JAw.:1>1(3) 
~t lt/2 + ti: I tJ LI'>! (J) 

The first term in brackets represents the interference between the 

real parts of the nuclear and Coulomb amplitudes and the second 

term represents the interference of the effective imaginary parts 

due to the phase difference introduced.The second term will stand 

generally for the values of ol.. reported at this Conference (Ql~0.25), 

And the /t/ range investigated have an effect of ~ 10% on the o{ 

value and hence to first order the two terms in the brackets can 

for preliminary analysis be lumped together into one equivalent 

interference and in fact the effect of .the second term to first 

order could be absorbed in a slight change in the constant out

side the bracket which could be denoted by F1 • 

For a preliminary anal.7sis of the results presented at this 

Conference one neglected form factor effects and the second term in 

in the bracket in the equivalent fit what is permissible provided 

these effects could be.approximately taken ·into account at least 

in the error estimates. 

From previous experiments at higher /t/ and those reported 

at the Conference one can show that 
J,r a.+ it..,. c-t1-

d,;t -= ..e represents a good 
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p~rametric representations of the data. 

At /t/ f O .05 where the real amplitude effects are observed 

using the values deduced at higher /ti. We find ct2.(< b/t/ 

and can be neglected. One should also note .there is no evidence 

fora ct2 term in the small angle data. Therefore it is reasonable 

from the characteristics of the experiments to assume 

for /t/<<0.05 and this form follows from many models previously 

considered, such as A gaussian potential the optical modei etc., 

and in fact more reasonable models would generally give a result 

consistent with this form. 

Therefore to a good approximation*) for low /t/ ~0.05 and 

no spin depi ndence f . 
Ir f".,_ _ !.F~ t.,.~-1; ( '2.) a.~(t 
~ ~ ·- .... -- .e. -¼- I-tu. e. 
~ lili. ltl (4) 

a is determined from the total cross section by the optical 

theorem and F'~ F = F
0 

=. (the value corresponding to a point 

charge). 

Therefore we have a 2 parameter equation. 

If one were to allow a different /t/ dependence to the 

triplet singlet ordinary amplitudes and assume no real part of 

either we would obtain the following partially spin-dependent 

equation for small angle p + p scattering: 

JC t 1- [ '!. "2. I '2. 1 
M; -=- l "t \ t. ~ '( Al j,.. 4 \f A I 'j,.. 

where 

*)c,(_ must finally be corrected for form factor and interference 

effects and errors should reflect these effects. 
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with the relation from the optical theorem: 
' ( ) 3 9.l , Q, 

~oto.l pt-f = lf e 2-.. +'-q e.. -=i: 
> f ' ,. ': 

Hence it is a three parameter equation. 

,The next figure 2 presents the results of Kirillova et al 

obtained with an emulsion technique observing the recoil protons 

from an internal pol.7ethelene target at the Dubna synchrophaaotron. 

They have fit their data with the no spin dependence case and find 

a good fit with o{ = -0.17 ±. 0.07 at 2 •. 8 GeV/c ranging to 

~ = -0.25 ±. 0.07 at 10.9 GeV/c. The errors are Gaussian which 

include monitoring and optical point errors treated as Gaussian 

errors. The solid line in the plot is essentially a beet fit to 

eq. (4) • The next figure 3 gives the p + p resul t.s of Foley et al. 

A counter. hodosc-ope and on-line oomputer technique were used in an 

external beam with hydrogen target. The errors shown contain all 

relative systematic as well as statistical errors. Theo{= 0 solid 

curye is the prediction of the eq. (4) (the no spin dependence 

prediction), using the nucleon exponential elope (b) obtained in 

the actual fit. The dotted line is the .,< = 0 curve with b varied 

for best fit which gives a .J 2 for this~- 0 fit co7responding 

to greater than ten standard deviation and hence is entirely 

unacceptable. The constructive nature of the 

The best fit values ofd.: obtained at 7.9, 10 

o1. rtr 
ol-f'l 

cJ.-ftp 

( 25 )+0.088 
= -o. 3 ±. 0.02 -0.088 

= -(0.26 ±. 0.02>:g:gi 

= (-0.254 ±. 0.02>:g:½g 

interference is clear. 

and 12.l GeV/c are 

respectively 

where the second error outside the parentheses represents the 

excursion of the fit from its mean point as each uncertain para

meter is forced. over its range of systemat_ic uncertainty. E,ach 

point in the range of uncertainty of an error is assumed to be. 
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the precise value of the parameter and the fit is forced to go 

through it. The maximum of all such possible excursions is then 

taken as a limit error. These error limits will be reduced as 

the analysis is refined and completed. 

The next figure 4 shows the pp results of Taylor et al who 

used chamber techniques with an external hydrogen target. They 

essentially analysed their data under similar but somewhat simpli

fied assumptions and looked for the interference term in a linear 

plot. The probability of no interference was obtained to be 1%. 

The value of o{ implied is '.:t.-0.32 ±. 0.07 (Gaussian). The next 

figure 5 shows the 19,3 GeV/c p + p results of Diddens et al who 

used a sonic chamber techniques and exterrlal hydrogen target. 

The two curves shown are essentially the prediction of the no spin 

dependence case"for no real amplitude and also the calculated 

prediction (not a fit) for a real amplitude which is 0.3 times 

the imaginary amplitude assuming a nuclear slope of b = 10. The 

latter appears to fit the data well. One should remember that 

although the pp data in all those small angle experimects fits 

a real amplitude in one complex amplitude analysis it does not 

demonstrate that there is indeed a real amplitude, since it is my 

opinion that allowing a different triplet and singlet /t/ (four 

momentum transfer squared) depend~nce would explain all the data 

even though one has not even made use of the additional non 

vanishing spin flip amplitude which introduces more ambiguity. 

In fact we found that our data (Foley et al) is completely 

compatible with such an analysis giving a much steeper singlet 

slope for a solution. 
~ 

-:Ji"--t f Small Angle Scattering 

The next slide Fig. 6 shows our results (Foley .et al) obtain

ed with counter hodoscopes for 71 + p small angle scattering which 
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clearly exhibit a destructive interrerence of about the same 

magnitude as the constructive interference in p + p. Since the 

sign of the Coulomb potential has changed from that in the p + p 

case, the real amplitude again has a negative sign (i.e. repul

sive). This observation clearly eliminates almost any conceivable 

instrumental error as being responsible for the observed effects. 

The results for o't at 7.96, 9.89, and 11.88 BeV/c are (-0.21 ± 
0 04)+0.13 ( 23 o )+0.13 ( )+0.13 ±. _0 _14 , -o. ± 0. 4 _0 _14 and -0.27 ± 0.06 _0 •14 • 

+ 
·The next figure 7 shows the results obtained for 1i+ pat 

10 BeV/c. And again we observe constructive interference of the 

same order and sign (i.e\ repulsive) ex.= (-0.33 ± 0.025)~g:ii• 

Let us at this point remember that in Tt+ p scattering there 

is only one non vanishing complex amplitude as t ➔0. 

Hence unless one admits Wild behaviour of the imaginary 

amplitude at very small /t/ to simulate the interference effect 

we have a reasonable near proof of a real amplitude. 

Although it is difficult to conceive of such a large and 

strange effect occurring to the imaginary amplitude at such large 

distances '(~ 2 - 7 fermis); in order to make sure I asked Gold

berger the other day and he thought this possibility should not 

be considered seriously. Therefore, I think that we can safely 

dismiss it. 

The next Figure 8 shows a compilation of the values of cl_ 

deduced from the various reported results assuming no spin 

dependence. 

The Kirillova et.: al. errors are obtained by treating all errors 

including systematic errors as gaussian, the smaller errors being 

statistical only and the larger ones including systematic errors 

are also to be considered as Gaussian errors. In the Foley et al 

data errors the small errors flags are error fit estimates includ-
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ing all sources of relative systematic error and are gaussian. 

Howeve1•, the wavy like upper and lower limit errors- are maximum 

definite limits obtained by forcing the fit to pass precisely 

through the range of systematic error within their uncertainty 

limits and then ·,aking the maximum and the minimum excursions of 

the value of' ~obtained as a measure of the limit error. Therefore 

these severe maximum error band limits have no statistical 

fluctuations since these are characterised by-a small gaussian 

error for possible fluctuation outside the limit. Therefore these 

limit errors provide a severe and critical test of the reality of 

the conclusion. These limit estimates will be reduced considerdbly 

as final calibrations and small corrections to the data are final

ly processed. 

Taylor points out that his error is a preliminary estimate 

of a gaussian error implied by analysis of a lin.ear plot of the 

interference term. Diddends experimental result was just obtained 

and they did not obtain least square fit for ol. or a fit. estimate 

for the error. Diddens personal estimates that the error is 

20% of the result. 

It is clear that in the 8-12 BeV/c region there is good 

agreement between all the data within errors. It appears that ol 
may be of the same order of magnitude (15-30%) of the imaginary 

amplitude and negative and may not be decreasing with increasing 

energy. However, o( may still have a sizable energy variation since 

the analysis of the 19.3 GeV/c data of Diddens et al have not been 

completed. Furthermore in comparing different experiments there 19, 
of <:ourse

1 
the possibilities of a sizable. systematic shift between 

them. Of course,as stated previously,spin dependence without a 

real amplitude explain our results and could probably explain all 

the rest if taken into account. One should remember here that in 
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Ji'{>. the spin flip amplitude goes ·to zero as /t/,-,.O aoo therefo!e 

as discussed previously the no spin dependence equation is justi

fied. Hence we have·a near proof of real amplitude effects for 

1i'p . The lower part of Fig. 8 shows the values of c:,( deduced for 

8-12 GeV/c 1ff and 10 GeV/cJf't{' .• As one can.see (/4_has the 

same sign and order of magnitude as determined for p + p. Since 

the effect obtained in p +pis very similar the most likely expla

nation is that the p + p effect is not due to spin dependence but 

to a real amplitude, however we cannot demonstrate a_t present. 

An important question that occurs to one immediately is how 

these measurements agree with the forward dispersion relations 

prediction for the real amplitude. 

In the next figure (9) I have made such a comparison. In the 

upper half is a calculation by Levintov the shaded area.being the 

limits of error in the calculations. He _normalized to a question

able value of J.. at 20 GeV/c based on a poor experimental result. 

He used_ a double subtraction dispersion ·relation to remove 

sensitivity to the asymptotic behaviour but loses the sign of o<. 
Although there appears to be good_ agreement now, if the upper 

energy calibration which is very poorly determined became substan

tially higher there may be some difficulty accomodating the experi-
. if 

.mental mean value.Of course/the approximations in the non-physical. 

region as well as the errors in the data are looked at· carefully, 

we -can of course for n~w conclule that the predictions and results 

are in agreement. On the next figure (10) is shown a one subtrac

tion dispersion relation calculation by Soding which 'retains the 

aign of o<... 
The Soding and Levintov ( ) calculations agree indicating 

that Soding's assumption about the asymptotic behaviour_ is probab

ly right. Of course the p + p dispersion relation l?redict ions are . , 
not to be trusted too well because of the well known large uncer-
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tainty due to the extensive unphysical region. 

The next figure (11) shows a comparison of· the o{ values of 

--trp with calculations of the real part of the scattering ampli

tude by Barashenkov. He used only one subtraction but has informed 

me privately that he also tried two and obtained about the same 

result. The up dispersion relation calculations do not have a 

contribution from the unphysical region and therefore rppresent 
' a much more critical teat of the dispersion relations. I think 

that we can be satisfied that there is no disagreement outside of 

errors between the data and the dispersion relations. As a matter 

of fact with these new measurements, accurately done over the 

available energy region we will be able for the first time to 

seriously check the high energy behaviour of the dispersion rela

tions which are still the cornerstone of our quantum field theory. 

With enough subtractions they are not to" aenai tive to the higher· 

energies and we can if they agree well with the data ·in this form 

use the single subtracted form.to learn about asymptotic behaviour, 

by adjusting the asymptotic behaviour to fit the data. 

As a matter of fact real amplitude measurements in elastic 

scattering experiments may well provide us with a new
1 

approach to 

studying asymptotic behaviour. 

Of course more accurate dispersion relation calculations using 

the best data and coupled with a critical analysis of their error 

limit is required. 

Polarization 

There are two polarization measurements reported in p + p. 

The first }s by Kanavets, Levintov and Morozov who measured polari

zation at /t/?:,0•3· GeV/c 2 at proton energies of 4.9 GeV and 8.5 

GeV shown in the next figure 12. They found that the polarization 

drops rapidly with increasing energy and is consistent with zero 

at 8 BeV/c. A aeries of polarization measurements using a polarized 
17 



target were reported by Steiner et al.some of the results of which 

are also shown in the next figure lJ. At approximately the maximum 

polarization Pis given as a function of ~nergy, we see, that the 

pola:rization also drops rapidly but is still ~~O.l at 6 GeV and 

may even be levelling off. 

The next figure 14 shows the angular distribution of the 

polarization as a function of energy which _has a broad maximum. 

The appreciable values of the polarization at 6 GeV/c should 

perhaps make us worry of assuming no spin depen~ence in the p + p 

scattering. 

Charge Exchange 

We have had a number of reports on ch~rge exch~nge scattering. 

n-p Charge Exchange 

Manning et-al have obtained results at 8.15 GeV/c n-p charge 

exchange and the results are shown in Fig. 15 together with those 

·of the previous data at 2.85 BeV ( ) normalized so that both 

experiments are compared at the same momentum transfer. It is 

clear that they find the same narrow peak corresponding to a rad:ius 

,,..., 2 fermi whereas as is well known the pp radius corresponds to 

~ 1 fermi. 

Pion- Nucleon i'harge Exchange 

We also had results on pion nucleon charge-exchange which 

is getting some experimental attention lately. Wahling et al have 

obtained small angle results at 6 and 10 BeV/c in 

1,· --+ p -'?' T, 1", -+ h.-

in the forward direction using a spark chamber set-up. 
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Their results plotted(f~g.16)as do" vs - tare characterized 
dt 

by a flat-topped appearance at /t/ ,!S 0.1._ Followed by a typical 

average pion-nucleon slope from /t/~ 0.2 to 0.4. Followed by what 

may possibly be a minimum at /t/X 0.55 followed by a sudden 

transition to more are less flat background 1.5% of the peak value 

thereafter till /t/ ~ 1.4. The 6.0 GeV/c data tend to show a 

generally similar shape behaviour but the statistics are much 

poorer and hence this is inconclusive. 

In another report from the Falk-Vairant group (fig.l?) on 
- 0 . 1j + p -9 $i -l- n, also using spark chamber techniques they find at 

5.9 GeV/c and 10 GeV/c generally similar behaviour but with better 

statistic points in the flat top region clearly demonstrating a 

rounding off the top of the curve for /t/~ 0.15. They also show 

the sudden transitionsto a flat region beyond/t/;:: 0.5 of~ 1% of 

the peak value~ but their data points stop at /t/~ a.a. 
The flat rounded top region implies that the charge exchange 

interaction does not extend as strongly to large distances as the 

::f" :I:+ f interaction. 

Since the'charge exchange amplitude depends on the difference 

of the two pion scattering amplitudes, small differences_ in the 

behaviour of g;+-1-p and Ji-+ f scattering will have large 

effects in charge exchange, so a different behaviour is lJl?.der

standable. 

The charge exchange cross section would of course be sensiti

ve to the behaviour of the real ainplitude as well as imaginary. 
. . 

Therefore charge exchange is a complicated phenomenon •. 

The observed cross sections appear to considerably exceed 

the calculated values for the imaginary amplitude contribution and 

hence imply sizeable real parts. 
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Inelastic Interactions 

It is well known'by now that nucleon-nucleon inelastic 

interactions are generally dominated by isobar prod~ction. At this 

conf'erence.we find better evidence than previously availaole that 

this is also the case for nucleon-antinucleon inte~actions. For 

example, li<>ldschmidt-Clermont reported a hydrogen bubble chamber 

study of the anti-proton proton single pion production at 4.0 GeV/c. 

These authors find that the T = 3/2 and T = 1 /2 resonance 

form factors previously deduced for O.P.E:M. (one pion exchange mode~ 

did not explain the p+p data since the T = 1/2 fo~ factor had to 

be modified by this group so as to drop.more rapidly with increasing 

energy (see fig.18) in order to explain their data. However the· 

cross-section Tarsus energy curves still do not fit_ the data. 

As the iheoretical curves still show too rapid a rise with e;ergy 

just above threshold~1t appears to the speaker that the 0.P.E.M. 

is l~kely to simple a view of the inel~stic interactions. 

In Fig.19 the results of AlichanoT et al on the backward 

elastic scattering cross section of :Ji- on neutron are given. 

The experiment was done over 1.2 - 4.5 GeV/c incident pion momentum 

regicm. The dependence of cross section :!;' (mean_ value in 

150° + 180°.c.m.s.) on the energy (on S = E 2) was mea~ured. The 

experiment was performed by the bubble and spark chambers technique. 

The data show how the cross section fall, when_the energy increases. 

A report by Morrisson on the Aache-Berlin-CERN collaboration 

showed that 8 GeV/c (and:also 4 BeV/c) J,'t,.p t1lastic and two prong 
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interactions exhibited considerable backward scattering. (fig.20➔• 

The striking backward peak is based on :f'ew even~s however the authors 

feel that they satisfy all elastic scattering criteria. These 

authors also found striking evidence for isobar production in perip

heral interactions for example the peripheral nature at the reaction 

Ji/·+ p ➔ .I{*+++ f 0 

is shown in fig.21. 
+ _,. + :,r-

In studing 60? events of X + p ~ P +'Ji +.Ji + t 

they find about half of the events are one of the following 
.r;;+ +f ➔ .N-x--t-+ + f 0 

:r,;t-+ p 7 ..IV*+++ f 0 

The apparent three bo~ reaction 

x++-p '? H* :,.++ :n-+-,. :Jr- ( HoJtJ J rwl; . 
:z-t-+ p ➔ f + r,+- + .fo { vlA, .,v'~ ,wvV+j 

production 

also occur frequentl;r. 

A stu~ o:f' p+p annihilation interactions at 5~? GeV/c in the 

Saclay H2 bubble chamber was made by Bockman et al. They also find 

O~P.E.M. gave too large values for the total cross section with 

the Ferrari-Selleri form factor used previously. The agreement is 

improved if one restricts oneself to low momentum transfers. This 

is the same sort of effect observed by Goldscbmidt-Clermont. 
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Bartke et al studied the analysis o:f eight and ten prong 

stars which result :from· ::f--f interaction in hydrogen at ,10 GeV/c 

incident momentum. 

It was priviously shown by Boro<lin et al that.the six prong 

interactions still showed :features suggesting a peripheral charac

ter bf the interaction. 

The eight and ten prong stars represent the highest multipli

cities obtained at 10 GeV, having cross oections o:f 0.50 mb and 

0.04 mb respectively (2.3% and 0.2% o:f the total inelastic 

cross section). 

In about 50% o:f the cases the proton track i:f there was one 

was identi:fied. 

Only slight ass;y:metries were noted_ in the various angular 

distributi.ons and high momentum trans:fer to the baryon seems quite 

frequent and the authors concluded that these general characteris

tics :fit those one would expect for central rather than peripheral 

collisions. 

· · The exact meaning of this must be carefully analysed before 

drawing a conclusion. 

However I would like to mention that professor Feinberg will 

discuss this subject in his talk. 

Ldfger /t/ elastic scattering p + p 

Goldschmidt-Clermont reported on 4.0 GeV/c p+p interactions 

in the 81 cm Sacley hydrogen bubble chamber. 

The next slide (fig.22a) compares this and ~ther p + p 
fV 

and p + p data. One should note the higher experimental slope of 
,v 
p+p compared top+ p and the lower values of the high /t/ cross-

section by about an order o:f magnitude or more. 
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The slide 22b also shows collections of various optical model 
• A/ 

radii and clearly indicates the decrease of the p + p radius 

and growth of p + p radius with increasing energy. 
,-J 

The next slide 23 shows the /flllNII# p + p data obtained with 

counter hodoscopes and gives·the one p~le Regge-trajectory equi

valent fit which shows considerable evidence for expansion (i.e. 

antishrinkage). If one added the lower energy data, the ef:fect would 

be significant. Hence, this trend continues from the lower energies 

to 16 BeV/c. 

:e...±...2 

The next slide 24 shows the ol (t) for p + p obtained after 

extension of the results beyond 25 BeV/c. 

It is clear that there is some evidence for a possible reduc

tion of shrinkage above 15 BeV/c but this is not conclusive in 

view of the error. Giacomelli reported the CEP.N spark chamber expe

rimental study of p + p and .'.f-+ p elastic scattering at 8, 12 

and 18 GeV/c which find results for o/, /t/ in agreement within 

error with our results. 

The next slide 25 shows the results obtained for p + p by 'Ba

ker et al in the high /t/ region. It is clear that the shrinking 

effect becomes very iarge as /t/ increases. 

Orear has observed (next s_lide i6a} that if the scattering 

amplitude is assumed of the form. .e,,-i:P~ then d-6" = .,, zt>-/'.1-
dw s 

is a good fit to the data. 

He also :i:·inds that i:f one plots (fig.26b) the p + p ~ Ji-l'+d., pro

cess the highest energy points also lie on a line with the same slope 

It is not at all yet obvious to me what the significance of this 

is and whether it would hold for other elastic scattering reactions 
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especially ;if+pand p + p which do not shrink since this 

- substitution of, p~ for /t/ is in a direction to correct 

for shrinkage effects. 

Yang has tried to attribute this effect to the probability of· 

the two protons sticking together in a high transverse momentum 

collision and thereby concludes that e- p scattering should 

drop as the square root of{! where square we.re of 

is a proper variable fore+ p and he says Wilson told him 

this is consistent with the electromagnetic data. 

An extension of the 1;--; p differential scattering 

(0.2 ~ /t/ .$ 1.0 BeV/c 2)to beyond 25 BeV/c incident 

momentum shows no eYident shrinkage. 

At the end of the Stanford conference Dr. Salam_pronounced 

Regge Poles dead and I haven't seen any evidence since of their 

recovery or for explaining elastic scattering processes in any convin, 

cing scheme without on excessive number of 

Seber bas observed that if you use the 

arbitrary parameters. 

scaling low t• = (dOJ t 
dt t:0 

(i.e. rescale approximately proportional to <5"-b-ot) 
1 

then two p + p 

and p + p (i.e.inoident baryons) elastic scattering cross-sections 

are charachterized by similar values of the parameters while 

the K± + p and ~~ p cross-sections (i.e. incident bosons) 

are also characterized by a different set of similar parameters 

within errors. 

This is somewhat related to an observation I had made during 

the Stanford conference namely that the incident pions and kaons had 

average_parameters which are about the same and lower than those 
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obtained for incident protons and antiprotons which are again 

close together. 

Peierls and Cottinghorn have used an impact parameter expan

sion app_lied to Van Hove's model in which elastic scattering is 

assumed to_be pure imaginary shadow scattering corresponding to 

absorption into the multi-particle inelastic channels. 

This model gives an essentially parameter, free fit to the 

'Jf+ p data wit~ the addition of a slowly varying real part repro

duces the behaviour of p + p data. In view o:f the evidence present

ed at this conference this and a lot of other calculations which 

assumed no real part in either 'Jf + p or p + p will ·have to be 

reconsidered. 

Oebme has reoentl7considered•) the analysis of the elastic 

scattering data presented at the Stanford Conference within the 

framework of dispersion theory and found inconsistencies. 

Pomeranohuk and Gribov have tried to explain the experimental 

results by considering the Mandelsta:m cuts generated by one, two, 

three etc. Pomeranchukon14 and find no real success • 

. Vernov et al reported the dependence o:f cross-sections of 

the ine_lastic interaction. of nucleons with light nuolei upon the 

incident energy. Fig.27 shows their compilation of the results of 

various authors :for these cross-sections as a :function o:f energy. 

At the highest energy upper and lowes limits are reported 

:for C and N nucleai. 

•) 0ehme -:-High Energy Scattering and Dispersion Theory. 
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The study of inelastic interactions at high energies 1011-1012 

has recently partially became well understood in terms of a two 

centre firei?all model. 

The basic point which allows analysis of the experimental data 

relatively independent of the actual energy of the primary is the 

validity to a good approximation at these energies of the relation 
0 ~i-

ship log tg 8;i_ ~ log tg ;·e - log I C, • 

It turns ou.t that if the secondary particles are plotted 

versus logtan 8 and a center of isotropic emission exists i~ 

will appear as an approximately gaussian distribution in the 

coordinate logtan e (see Fig.28) 

Therefore the angular distribution predicted by a multi center 

model should have the shape arising from the superposition of gaus
·~ 

sian contributions the log dc term tends to shift the location 

of the center of the distribution to the left as the Ye* of 

the center or fireball increases. 

Previous cosmic ray emulsion evidence and the work of Dobrotin 

and Slavatinksy using a cloud chamber combined with an ionization 

calorimeter has shown that at several hundred (~00) Bev two fire

balls occur about of half the time only. 

However, beyond !000 BeV and certainly beyond 10.000 Bev it 

~ppears that the fireball production is mostly double. 

Gierula et al reported at the conference results from a new 

method i'or observing practically monochromatic energy interac_tion. 

A heav;r charged primary (i.e. Z = 15) ,if followed in a large 

fc = Lorents factor of moving center in c.m.s. system 
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(80 liter emulsion stack flown at 106.000 feet). This heavy charged 

primary has l.4 x 1012 ev per nucleon. Its interaction in the 

stack will therefore have a sharp upper edge in the e,nergy per 

nucleon. Fig.28 shows the log tg 0.;t plot for the events lumped 

in various classes. 

The small angle group of particles has been identified in the 

upper part of the fig. as nucleons by its composition (charged to 

neutral ratio tv 1) ,' by a pronounced angular separation from other 

tracks and from the general consistency of the energy dissipation 

in the whole family of interactions. 

. . 0 . 
The angle corresponding to 90 in the c.m.s. of nucleon-

nucleon collisions is marked by a thick line along the figure. 

This well defined beam of about 30 nucleons produces the sample 

of 19 interactions which is nearly monochromatic 

and clearly shows a strong bimodality of the an~ular distribution. 

The fact that the (left) forward cone is at the nt02/l, or 

iess the same •location testifies to the near monochromaticity of 

the primaries. 
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The results support the fireball model well, Other characte-

ristics deduced are (K) = (average inelasticity) 0.5.Avera-

ge transverse momentum (p jz 0.4 GeV/c and in any case not gre

ater than 1 GeV/c. Average momentum transfer .d ~0~5 GeV/c. 

The general characteristics of tlie nucleon-nucleus .colli

sions strongly support the idea of a cascade generated by indivi

dual nucleon-nucleon collisions. 

The large varieties of shapes and the average multiplicities 

per incident nucleon as illustrated in the table are two featu

res of this t,:pe. 

Target 

HCNO 
AgBR 

(Nh~ 5) 
(Nh~ 5) 

Nucleus
Nucleus 
collisions 

8.16 :!: 1.? 
1?.1 :!: 1.6 

Ta.ble 

Nucleon
Nucleon 
collisions 

11.5 :!: 3.3 
1?.0 :!: 5.2 

I would like to now talk about the work of B. Peters and 

. Yoshpal which I believe is an essential bridge allowing & common 

understanding of the phenomena in the artificial accelerator ener

gy region (up_to 30 BeV) and the higher energy cosmic ray region • 

After the success of the isobar model .in explaining the in

elastic interactions of nucleon+nucleon and pion-nucleon interac

tion in the cosmotron energy region in 1957, Peters reasoned 

that there was no reason for these phenomena not to exist at cos-
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mic ra:y energies ( -~ 100 GoV). 

The fireball model which was introduced in 1958 suggested 

that the majority of secondary particles are emitted nearly isot

i~pically.at low'energies from a cloud which is approximately at· 

rest in the·centre of mass system of the colliding nucleus. Cos

mic ray evidence indicates that the collidi~g nucleons themselves, 

do not form part of this fireball; their energy is high in the 

C-system even after co1lision. This can be deduced for the propa

gation of nucleons through the atmosphere. In the majority of en

counters_ a nucleon emerges which contains a large fraction of the 

incident energy. 

However,· Peters and Pal find evidence that in a considerab

le fraction of collisions a small number of pions is generated with 

energies which are high in the rest system of the fireball and 

low in the rest system of one of the baryons and whose creation 

· can be described as being the result of the excitation of a bary

on isobar. This is in accordance with the energy distribution 

among particles energies from bigh energy collisions. They conclu-

de f;i:-om an analysis that: 1) the ratio ~:' Z' ~ 
which is constant ever considerable energy range is explainable 

if the excess is due to a subgroup which receive, an abnormally 

high energy proportional to that of the incident nucleon (i.e. on 

isobar e:01tat1on and pion decay 01· the incident nucleon). The. 
K+ ratio X- 20 for stopping kaons in emulsion. The observation 

corresponds in the mirror system of nucleon-nucleon collisions to 

kaons which receive more than 25% of the primacy energ5 which 

would be normal and easy to explain if a kaan arises from the 

<le-excitation of a forward isobar so their model has two parts. 

A slownon-relativestic fireball or two·moving slowly in C-system of 
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the original n-n. The number of pions increases with energy 

but not much increase for their energy per particles in c.m. sys

tem. So they have lab. energi~s of the order of the square of 

the primary energy. . 

Even if the isobar pions represent a few percent of all 

_pions produced, due to their high energy and kinematic reasons 

the secondary cosmic rays observed in the· atmosphere at the sur

face of the earth or below ground represent a reasonably pure 

sample of the decay products of nucleon isobaric states and their 

progeny. 

The production of particle studied at the CERN PS it ha~ 

been observed by Dekkers et al and Damyorn Honsen that the pre

duction of particles is dominated in p + p coliisions by 

baryon isobar production. 

The fireballs of course are the analogue of the pion isobars 

or resonances at the accelerator ene~gies but are not necessary 

resonant'structures. 

Hence in conclusion it appears clear that from several 

hundred MeV to the highest energies observed multicenter models 

2 - 4 or perhaps even more are necessary to explain the data. 

References cannot be included in this preliminary draft due 

to lack of ~ime. The final version will contain them. 

PyKOilllCh nocTynHna·B H3AaT8RhCKHa 
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ELASTIC p-p SCATTERING 

7.92 81V/c 

1000 

9.94 BeV/c 

I0L---'---'----'--~--'---'----'-~~~-~ 
0 0.01 0.02 0,03 0.04 0~ 

-t [BeV/c) 2 

Fig. J. The 7.96 and 9.89 BeV/c small angle scattering results of 

Fuley et al. Similar results obtained at 12.14 BeV/c are 

not shown. 
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Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 11. 
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Fig. 14. 
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Fig. 15. 
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Elastic dlffer.entlal cross section normalized 
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Fig. 25. High /t/ p + p scattering Baker et al. 
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